
 

 

10 STEPS to PREPARE FOR RETIREMENT 
 
 

 
 
 

-DEFINE YOUR BUDGET- 

Review your spending from two directions. Work out your anticipated monthly expenses with a line-item 
budget, then look back and review spending over the previous year to see how actual spending measures up to 

anticipated expenses and obligations.  
 
 

-DEFINE YOUR SOURCES OF GUARANTEED INCOME- 
Identify your sources of retirement income. Understand estimated figures, amounts, and options, as well as 

rules, limitations, taxation, penalties. Pull and review up-to-date reports to begin the decision-making process. 
Begin to define your timeline. 

 
 

-DEFINE YOUR INCOME GAP- 
Understand the math behind how much income your portfolio will need to generate. Subtract your guaranteed 
income (Social Security & Pensions) from your anticipated budget. The remaining amount will need to come 

from savings and retirement accounts.  
 
 

-STRATEGIZE ON SOCIAL SECURITY- 
Run a full analysis to see if there are ways to make more from your benefits. Be sure to give careful 

consideration to options for timing and survivorship of Social Security and defined benefit pensions. Coordinate 
benefits to maximize lifetime income. 

 
 

-FORMULATE AN INCOME PLAN- 
Begin the process of refining and defining how to generate the amount of income required from your portfolio. 

Understand the investment options capable of generating income and consider how they are equipped to suit 
your needs.  

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

-UNDERSTAND YOUR RISK EXPOSURE- 
Carefully Consider risk factors, particularly risk that may affect the reliability of your income. Differentiate 

between the risks to this income and to any discretionary lump sum you have identified. Discuss each risk and 
how you are address it in planning. 

 
 

-CALCULATE TAXES- 
Consider that all spending numbers and estimated requirements are net of taxes, while Social Security (over 

certain thresholds), pension income, and withdrawals taken from tax-deferred retirement accounts will be 
taxable. Formulate a plan for net income.  

 
 

-CONSOLIDATE “LIKE-QUALIFIED” ACCOUNTS- 
There may be times where it is advantageous or required to have accounts in different locations. There also may 

be an advantage to consolidating certain, like-titled accounts. Review to see if accounts can be positioned for 
better control in retirement. 

  
 

-CONSIDER INFLATION- 
Look back to see how your income has grown over your working career. Consider that retirement may be just as 
long, and inflation will likely be a factor in your need for income. Make sure your plan accounts for the effects 

of inflation.  
 
 

-REVIEW & UPDATE YOUR LEGAL DOCUMENTS- 
Review at least your basic legal and estate documents. Make sure that they are complete, up-to-date, and 

reflective of your wishes. Discuss important decisions with your loved ones. Certain situations may require 
more specific planning. 

 
 
 
 

When You’re Ready To Work Through These Steps,                                                                            
Call For A Complimentary Planning Strategy Session. 

(386-755-9018) 
 

YOUR FAMILY   YOUR FUTURE   OUR FOCUS 
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